Dear Editor

Rising healthcare costs, widespread complaints about quality, inadequate coverage and inequity in access to health services have all given rise to ‘value’ and ‘value units’ within health sector.1,2 Such an emphasis on ‘value’ (vs. price) is important in rationing the scarce resources for system enrichment, and improving the cost-effectiveness of service delivery, predominantly around the purchase of medical supplies and equipment, personal healthcare products and physician reimbursement.3 Yet, determining the precise ‘value’ of these products and supplies in the context of healthcare purchasing is not well-understood, and remains a challenge for health economists and policy-makers.4,5

Relative Value Units (RVUs) is widely recognized as a prevailing model to gauge multi-specialty group physician’s practices and physician reimbursement.6,7 It is known as a helpful means of measuring healthcare providers’ productivity and job performance.7,8 RVUs (as a part of the whole system of Resource-based Relative Value Scale (RBRVS)) consists of several resources listing as relative work, expenses of physician’s practice, and malpractice costs (professional liability insurance) of healthcare services. Often, Medicare reimburses physicians mainly through a Fee-for-Service (FFS) Schedule based on RVUs.9

In Iran, healthcare and medical procedures have long been defined according to Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) coding system, so-called California system, a system that is primarily enforced for diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in the California region.10 CPT was initially introduced to give physicians, patients, health insurance companies and other stakeholders easy access to the uniform database and data collected about health and medical procedures, so that these entities can appropriately communicate with each other.1 In Iran, RVUs, fee schedule status indicators and various payment policy indicators have been similarly updated and adjusted in accordance with RVUs under California Medicare system,9 needed for payment adjustment for physician services.

Studies conducted by the Iranian Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MoHME) demonstrate that policy payments based on the past RVUs have broadly led to chaos in healthcare system in the country. As such, several medical initiatives and procedures have been developed to reflect the actual payments to medical practitioners for treating a variety of medical conditions; however, such efforts have found very little place in the expansion and improvement of the Iranian provider payment system.11 Current evidence suggests that no similar or equivalent procedures in other systems like Medicare.12 Yet, reviewing the old RVUs have long been a major priority for MoHME since the commencement of Iran’s Fifth Development Plan between 2010 and 2015. The RVUs continues to improve but more effort is required to fully accommodate it within the health sector.10

The RVUs applied to the Iranian health system is rooted in different contexts with different configurations of regulatory mechanisms that has no practical application to the Iranian healthcare system, largely due to incontrovertible diversities (e.g. health technologies, burden of disease, health education system and so forth) existing in various health systems across those countries.12,13 Each country has its own unique context and policy environment which need to be taken into account while designing health priorities and policy solutions.7,10 The Iranian medical fee schedule and tariff system should therefore be fairly adjusted in accordance with socio-cultural, political, technological, educational, geographical differences and other significant factors.14

In some cases, for instance, physicians spend different amount of time and effort whilst providing the same services.15 Appropriate mechanisms should be in place to adjust coefficients to compensate the physicians for differences in time-varying and modified activities. Policy decisions could be also shaped based on RVUs to inspire the medical graduates to choose any specific specialty career, or to encourage them to work in remote or deprived areas in accordance with the population needs (i.e. a higher coefficient might be used on tariffs for those who choose to work in rural and remote areas).11,16

The Iranian Ministry of Health has recently initiated and implemented new RVUs as part of the 2014 Health Sector Evolution Plan.17 According to this initiative, the Iranian version of CPT and coding system were refined18 and the new RVUs were determined and adjusted in accordance with the context of the country. While this and other similar initiatives look promising, and different medical professional groups and delegates in the MoHME and other relevant health organizations have made efforts to perform them,19 there is still a long way forward before we reach a common vision and conclusion on its application in the country.

Early research from the National Institute of Health Research (NIHR) shows degrees of satisfaction with the new RVUs amongst the general public;17 however, there may be other factors contributing to their satisfaction. Some researchers report that less satisfaction exists among healthcare professionals who had methodological/technical concerns about the application of new RVUs.19 There is evidence to suggest that such dissatisfaction with the new initiative can lead to more induced demand and informal payments.7 Even by implementing new and updated RVUs, there are still claims about insufficient income level and income inequalities within and between groups that work in the health sector.19 A recent report by NIHR indicates that some of these groups have lobbied and attempted to sabotage this reformatory health plan.18,19 The dissatisfaction with new RVUs can be possibly offset by revising the whole provider payment mechanism throughout the country.

Cross-specialty alignment and cross-linking method are the very essence of establishing more realistic relative values amongst various medical specialty procedures.21 Cross-specialty should be accurately estimated considering all work measurements (Pre, intra- and post-service work), instead of concentrating on just intra-service work value.22 Some studies recommend utilizing both “equivalent services” and “the same services” to establish a better scale for estimating the work values across specialties; however, selecting these services is not an easy task most of the time.6,10,22
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Major stakeholders, mainly healthcare providers and insurance companies, are required to be trained and equipped with the basics of RVUs, so that they can fully understand the primary concepts, effectively communicate and more efficiently implement the adjusted RVUs. The new RVUs should be flexible enough to address as much as possible all current and future challenges, with consideration of uncertainty and unpredictability.\(^\text{22,23,24}\)

Appropriate monitoring and evaluation programs should be in place to adapt the RVUs to any policy circumstances and systemic and environmental changes, with an aim to generate sustainable solutions for the whole health system survival.\(^\text{10}\)

As part of the assessment process, a bonus scheme may be applied for incentivizing medical doctors towards increased productivity and quality of care.\(^\text{25,26}\)

The emphasis on ‘value’ generation, ‘value analysis’, and ‘value-based purchasing’ – not solely on monetary results – is becoming increasingly embedded in all facets of health and social care. To achieve this priority with better outcomes, rigorous policies and practices are required to be in place to ensure that the satisfaction of both care-providers and receivers is at the forefront of any services delivered and funded.
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